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Yazidi Girl Faints Confronting Her ISIS Rapist on Iraqi TV
A Yazidi girl who was kidnapped by ISIS and repeatedly raped fainted

confronting her attacker on Iraqi TV. The ISIS terrorist was captured and is now

in a prison in Iraq. On the show, he admitted to raping and beating her. The

confrontation, which aired on the Iraqi TV channel al-Iraqiya, enabled Ashwaq

Haji Hamid to face down her rapist, who she said raped her three times a day

and beat her three or four times a day. Hamid, crying, eventually collapsed

under the emotion of the situation and fainted in the TV studio.

China Shuts Down American Teen on Tik Tok

Crowded places, a continuing security challenge
“ISIS and Al Qaeda encrypted invite only channels on Telegram continue to

encourage vehicle attacks into crowded places and give instructions as to the best

methods of attack,” said Vasco Amador, CEO of Global Intelligence Insight, a

company that has penetrated and monitors many of these groups. “The threat has

never gone away,” he added. Read more at NBC News. The differing threat to

crowed places was brought starkly home by the Novichok attack in Salisbury

against the former Russian Intelligence Officer Sergei Skripal and his daughter

Yulia that could have had a devastating impact on so many more people if it were

not for the response of the authorities. However, the death of Dawn Sturgess and

hospitalisation of Detective Sergeant Nick Bailey and Dawn’s partner Charlie

Rowley hinted to the potential of this attack. 2019 has been successful for the

security services with a number of attacks being stopped, but the UK Counter

Terror Police continue to remind everyone that they have approximately 750 active

investigations going on with over 3000 people of immediate concern and another

20,000 on their radar!

Sandwiched between a makeup tutorial, 17-year-old Feroza Aziz used her Tik Tok

account to turn her beauty vlog into an awareness campaign about China’s severe

abuse of the Uighur (Muslim) population. She quickly felt the brunt of the long arm of

China’s ever-increasing censorship. Aziz made a series of viral videos on her Tik

Tok account @getmefamouspartthree exposing the abuse, Aziz found that her

account had been suspended. The videos begin as makeup tutorials but quickly

switch to exposing how the Chinese are putting the Uighurs into “concentration”

camps, separating family members from each other, raping and murdering them.

For its part, TikTok said her account was suspended because it was connected to

another accounts of hers (@getmefamousplzsir), which the platform said it banned

for “violating rules.”But after the teen took to Twitter to publicize her suspension, Tik

Tok reinstated her account and issued a public “apology.”While it was not much of

an apology (the company stood behind its initial decision to suspend Aziz’s

account), they did admit that their review process “will not be perfect.”
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Here's what travelers failed to get past Sioux Falls airport security 
over a span of three weeks
Thousands of travelers will pass through the Sioux Falls airport over the

next five weeks, toting along their carry-on items, presents and more for

the holiday season.And many of them will bring prohibited items,

whether inadvertently or not. The TSA at the Sioux Falls Regional

Airport collected the prohibited items they confiscated over three weeks

from October to November and showed them to the Argus Leader.

Kurdish-Led Forces Bust ISIS Human Smuggling Ring in North Syria
A local counter-terrorism unit in the northern Syrian city of Manbij on

Saturday arrested members of an Islamic State cell allegedly involved

in smuggling at least six women connected to the extremist group from

a camp under the control of the Kurdish-led Syrian Democratic Forces

(SDF) to Turkish-held areas along the country’s northern border.The

SDF-affiliated Manbij Military Council’s media office claimed in a

statement that a man named Abu Naji, a leader of the Turkish-backed

Ahrar Al-Sham paramilitary group, was responsible for smuggling “ISIS

elements and their families to areas controlled by the Turkish

occupation.”It continued, “After investigating this cell, it was found that

ISIS members who are currently fighting in the ranks of the Turkish

occupation mercenaries are trying to smuggle their families out of the

Al-Hol camp.”

San Diego Man Rose to Leadership in Al-Shabaab, Say Prosecutors
An indictment was unsealed in federal court today charging Jehad Serwan Mostafa, a

37-year-old U.S. citizen and former San Diego resident who is on the FBI’s Most

Wanted Terrorist List, with terrorism violations arising from his critical role in providing

support to the militant Islamic terrorist organization, al-Shabaab.The superseding

indictment alleges that from no later than March 2008 through in or about February

2017, Mostafa conspired to provide material support, including himself as personnel,

to terrorists; conspired to provide material support to al-Shabaab, a designated foreign

terrorist organization (FTO); and provided material support to al-Shabaab.

Latest Islamist Tactic to Undermine Programs Preventing 
Extremism
Is it just an Islamist response to call programs preventing extremism part of the

surveillance state — or is there more to it?The answer may depend on which

country we’re discussing and who is being brought to the table to have that

discussion.Over in the UK, Roundtable recently hosted a conversation that brought

together four experts in the field — two of them Muslim — to talk about the progress

and pitfalls of programs to prevent extremism. While there is a concern in the UK to

make sure prevention programming doesn’t unfairly spotlight Muslims, the same

standards don’t necessarily apply in the U.S.To date, there is no national umbrella

organization in the U.S. for countering violent extremism as there is in the UK.

There is also no cohesive conversation on genuine concerns that can arise in such

a space. Yet in the U.S., instead of a conversation that moves the needle, we have

Islamists and their allies setting the tone without participation from non-Islamist

Muslims — meaning, there is no nuance or balance in that conversation.


